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a b s t r a c t 

The ubiquitous deployment of personal mobile devices today has boosted numerous mobile sensing ap- 

plications where sensing data should be timely collected and exchanged among participating sensors. 

An important bootstrapping primitive in such applications is neighbor discovery. Designing distributed 

neighbor discovery protocols in mobile sensing applications is particularly challenging because of the 

duty cycling operation mode where mobile devices, usually battery-powered, switch between active and 

dormant modes periodically to conserve energy. In this paper, we give a comprehensive survey on the 

latest advance and development in this field by covering probabilistic, deterministic and collaborative 

neighbor discovery approaches developed in the literature. The focus of our survey on the developed 

neighbor discovery protocols is their design ideas and methodologies that may inspire and guide the 

development of new solutions in the future research. We also highlight a number of important and rele- 

vant research challenges that have not been addressed in the existing literature and that deserve further 

attention and investigation. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The ubiquitous deployment of personal mobile devices nowa-

ays, e.g., smart-phones and tablets, has boosted numerous mo-

ile sensing applications ranging from mobile social networking

50,51] , intelligent transportation [9,68] , proximity-based gaming

1,3] , environment and habitat monitoring [18,20,21,81] to partic-

patory and crowd sensing [25,41,74,75] . In these applications, mo-

ile devices usually carry various types of sensors and interact

ith neighbor devices to exchange sensing data [28,44] . For exam-

le, policemen and firefighters need to exchange information and

ommands in a timely fashion in rescue operations so as to co-

rdinate with each other efficiently [43] ; proximity-based gaming

pplications require players to interact with their nearby peers in

eal time [55,63] . 

The bootstrapping primitive that discovers all the neighbors of

 mobile device is termed as neighbor discovery , which is one of

he supporting functionality for many basic networking tasks, such

s medium access control, topology control and clustering, routing,

tc. An efficient neighbor discovery protocol should enable a node
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o discover its neighbors within a short delay for other functional-

ties to launch as quickly as possible. 

Devising effective neighbor discovery protocols for distributed

obile sensing applications is a non-trivial task given the stringent

nergy saving requirement of low-power wireless devices. Particu-

arly, these mobile wireless devices typically switch between ac-

ive and dormant modes periodically to conserve energy. This en-

rgy conservation technique is called duty cycling , where duty cy-

le refers to the fraction of time a device is in the active state

4,27] . For example, a device whose duty cycle is 1% activates dur-

ng one time slot every 100 slots. The duty cycle length is thus

00 slots. Despite its efficiency in saving energy, duty cycling im-

oses extra difficulty for the design of neighbor discovery proto-

ols to limit neighbor discovery delay. Particularly, the two impor-

ant design objectives, energy conservation via a duty-cycled op-

ration mode and minimizing neighbor discovery delay, are con-

radictory to each other. Therefore, designing efficient duty-cycle

ased neighbor discovery protocols should strike a desired balance

etween these two conflicting objectives. 

Due to the fundamental importance of neighbor discover proto-

ols in mobile sensing applications and the particular design chal-

enge brought by the duty cycling energy conservation technique,

e devote this survey to reporting and analysing the recent tech-

ical advance and development of energy-efficient neighbor dis-

overy protocols. Aiming at tracing the latest developments in this
 sensing applications: A comprehensive survey, Ad Hoc Networks 
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field, we attempt to deliver a comprehensive coverage on exist-

ing literatures with a proper technical depth to introduce the de-

sign idea and philosophy and analyse the pros and cons of each

surveyed neighbor discovery solution. We complete the survey by

pointing out a number of important and relevant research chal-

lenges that have not been addressed in the existing literatures and

that deserve further research attention and investigation. There ex-

ist a handful of survey articles on neighbor discovery, but they

are either generically focused on ad hoc and sensor networks (e.g.,

[23,64,66] ), or address a specific scenario different from our focus

(e.g., [59] surveys neighbor discovery in the Internet of Things (IoT)

applications). 

The remaining sections are organized as follows.

Section 2 points out the design challenges of neighbor dis-

covery protocols in mobile sensing applications. Section 3 provides

a two-level classification of the existing neighbor discovery proto-

cols in the literature. Sections 4 and 5 provide a comprehensive

survey on the direct neighbor discovery protocols by focus-

ing on probabilistic and deterministic approaches, respectively.

Section 6 further discusses indirect neighbor discovery protocols.

Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper by highlighting important

and relevant research challenges that have not been addressed in

the existing literatures and that deserve further research attention

and investigation. 

2. Neighbor discovery protocol design challenges and 

performance metrics 

As pointed out in the Introduction, neighbor discovery is the

process of identifying all nodes with which a given node can com-

municate directly. Specifically, each node in the network broadcasts

short messages (or beacons) containing its ID and other informa-

tion. The node is discovered by its neighbors if the neighbor dis-

covery messages are corrected received and decoded by them. The

way how such messages are broadcast (e.g., probability and period)

is specified by a neighbor discovery protocol. 

If network nodes are rechargeable or have infinite energy re-

source, the neighbor discovery can be ensured by a simple proto-

col by letting each node periodically broadcast beacons announc-

ing its presence and always stay active to listen to beacons from

its neighbors. The task is also much easier to accomplish if nodes

can be tightly synchronised one to another. In [7] , Baker et al.

developed a distributed two-round round-robin neighbor discov-

ery algorithm under a common clock. However, it is very diffi-

cult, even impossible in some cases, to achieve tight synchronisa-

tion among local clocks of wireless devices with limited processing

power operating in an autonomous ad-hoc manner. Synchronising

with external assistance such as GPS or NTP (Network Time Pro-

tocol [49] ) servers via periodic message exchange [33,44] is usu-

ally too energy-consuming and thus too expensive or even impos-

sible for mobile sensors and smart-phones [22,57] . The problem

becomes much more tractable if all nodes operate on symmetric

wake-up patterns (i.e., operating on the same duty cycle), or at

least, the duty cycle length of other nodes are known or can be

acquired. However, even these assumptions are sometimes unreal-

istic in mobile sensing applications because the duty cycle lengths

of different nodes are usually asymmetrical, depending on their

individual energy constraint. Even if nodes begin with the same

duty cycle length, since the network activities are heterogeneous

among users of different roles, the available energy of each node

will evolve asymmetrically and result in asymmetric duty cycles. 

Based on the above argument, we summarise the design chal-

lenges of neighbor discovery protocols in mobile sensing applica-

tions as follows: 

• Stringent energy constraint; 
Please cite this article as: L. Chen, K. Bian, Neighbor discovery in mobile
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• No network-level time synchronisation; 

• Heterogeneous duty cycle length. 

The combination of the three challenges renders the design

f neighbor discovery protocols in mobile sensing applications far

rom trivial. Specifically, we use the term heterogeneous neighbor

iscovery to formalize the problem of designing distributed neigh-

or discovery protocols: 

How can two neighbor nodes, that not necessarily operate on the

ame duty cycle and wake up infrequently and asynchronously, dis-

over each other without any prior coordination or knowledge on

heir energy conservation parameters and encounter patterns? 

Having defined the heterogeneous neighbor discovery problem,

e now specify major metrics that quantify the performance of

ny neighbor discovery protocol: 

• Discovery delay: The primary performance metric is the neigh-

bor discovery delay. Depending on the application scenarios, we

seek to minimise the expected discovery delay or the worst-

case discovery delay. 

• Granularity in duty cycle support: A neighbor discovery protocol

need to provide sufficiently fine granularity support to enable

sufficient levels of energy conservation. 

• Robustness against clock drift: The discovery should be ensured

even if the clocks of any two nodes are not synchronised and

their time difference may be arbitrarily large. 

• Discovery diversity: In multi-channel networks, it is desirable

that a neighbor discovery protocol can achieve discovery on

several channels to minimize the probability of neighbor dis-

covery failures due to interference over any wireless channel. 

In what follows, we discuss recent advance and development

f energy-efficient neighbor discovery protocols for mobile sensing

pplications addressing the above design challenges. 

. Classification of neighbor discovery protocols 

Neighbor discovery protocols can be classified using differ-

nt criteria. In this paper, we adopt a two-level classification. At

he higher level, neighbor discovery protocols can be categorised

nto direct and indirect approaches. In direct neighbor discovery

pproaches [7,8,16,19,30–32,34,35,38–40,46,47,61,69,71–73,77,84] , a

ode is discovered by a neighbor node only if the neighbor node

irectly hears from this node. In many cases, neighboring devices

hare common neighbors, which can be exploited to enable in-

irect neighbor discovery. Indirect neighbor discovery approaches

79,80] use direct neighbor discovery protocols as building blocks

nd exploit the collaboration of direct discovered neighbors to

iscover new neighbors indirectly. At the lower level, the direct

eighbor discovery protocols, which can be regarded as the base-

ine scenario of neighbor discovery, are further classified into prob-

bilistic and deterministic protocols. 

Probabilistic protocols [16,30,35,46,47,61,71–73,77] adopt proba-

ilistic strategies at each node. Specifically, each node remains ac-

ive or asleep with different probabilities. Probabilistic protocols

ave the advantages of being stationary due to the memoryless

ature. Moreover, they usually perform well in the average case

y limiting the expected discovery delay. The main drawback of

hem is the lack of discovery guarantee. This problem is referred

o as the long-tail discovery latency problem in which two neigh-

or nodes may experience extremely long delay before discovering

ach other. 

Deterministic protocols, in contrast, are able to provide

uaranteed upper-bound on the worst-case discovery delay

7,8,19,31,32,34,38–40,69,84] . In deterministic neighbor discovery

rotocols, each mobile node operates according to its wake-up

chedule carefully designed to guarantee that any pair of nodes
 sensing applications: A comprehensive survey, Ad Hoc Networks 
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w  
an wake up in at least one common slot. The key element in the

eterministic protocol design is how to devise the wake-up sched-

le to ensure discovery and minimise the worst-case discovery de-

ay, regardless of the duty cycle asymmetry and the relative clock

rift. Compared to the probabilistic approaches that work well in

he average case while fail to bound the worst-case discovery de-

ay, the deterministic protocols have good worst-case performance

hile usually have longer expected discovery delay. 

To streamline the presentation of our survey, we first discuss

irect neighbor discovery approaches by presenting both proba-

ilistic ( Section 4 ) and deterministic approaches ( Section 5 ). We

hen move to survey the more advanced indirect neighbor discov-

ry protocols ( Section 6 ) which use the direct neighbor discovery

rotocols as building blocks and exploit the collaboration of the

irect neighbors to enable indirect neighbor discovery. 

. Direct neighbor discovery: probabilistic approaches 

In this section, we review the probabilistic direct neighbor dis-

overy protocols in the literature. As a common design objective, the

robabilistic approaches aim at minimising the expected neighbor dis-

overy delay. 

Specifically, we start with a detailed analysis on two probabilis-

ic protocols that are developed for generical wireless networks

nd whose ideas have inspired and guided the design of many

ther probabilistic neighbor discovery solutions. We then discuss

ajor technological developments designated for specific network

nd communication models and scenarios such as cognitive radio

etworks, wireless personal networks and networks where nodes

re equipped with directional antennas. Although some of the

eighbor discovery protocols are not tailored specifically for mobile

ensing applications, yet the methodologies and techniques used

n their design represent an important research thrust in neighbor

iscovery protocol development and have their merit in the con-

ext of mobile sensing applications. Therefore, in this section we

ive a comprehensive survey of these probabilistic approaches. 

.1. Baseline Aloha-like protocols 

The first family of probabilistic neighbor discovery protocols are

he baseline Aloha-like protocols [12,47] . 1 Specifically, the authors

f [47] consider a collision-prone slotted network where the to-

al number of nodes n is known. Each node is in one of the fol-

owing three states: transmit (T), where it broadcasts a discovery

essage advertising itself, listen (L), where it listens for discovery

essages sent by others, or energy-saving (S) where it sleeps and

pends zero energy. Under such model, a node a is discovered by

nother node b in slot t if in slot t , a is in state T, b is in state L

nd no other nodes is in state T. The authors proposed three oper-

tion modes for the birthday protocol based on the probabilities of

taying at the three states. 

The first mode is Birthday-listen-transmit (BLT). A node in BLT

ode is in one of the three states T, L and S. In each slot, a node

perates in state T with probability p t , state L with probability p l 
nd state S with probability 1 − p t − p l . The expect number of dis-

overed links within the network under the BLT mode in one slot,

enoted by E ( h ), can be derived as 

(h ) = p t p l (1 − p t ) 
n −2 . (1) 

y tuning the parameters p t and p l , we can trade off energy effi-

iency with discovery performance. 

The second mode is Birthday-listen (BL) mode in which each

ode aims at maximising the number of discovered links. To this
1 The baseline Aloha-like neighbor discovery protocols are also referred to as 

irthday protocols in [47] . 

l
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nd, it is clear that each node sets p l = 1 − p t , i.e., a node never

leeps. Substituting p l = 1 − p t into (1) , we have that E ( h ) is max-

mised at p t = 

1 
n . Since there are n nodes, each transmitting a frac-

ion 

1 
n of the time and listening the rest of the time, the result

an be regarded as the probabilistic analog of a round robin pro-

ocol and is thus termed as probabilistic round robin (PRR). There

s no energy saving in the BL mode, but the number of discovered

eighbors is maximised. 

Among the first two modes, the BLT mode can save energy dur-

ng a long period of network deployment, while the BL mode can

uickly discover neighbors at the price of more energy consump-

ion. To combine the advantages of the above two modes, the au-

hors proposed the third mode as an alternative combination of

he BLT and BL modes. Specifically, when the network deployment

asts long time, this mode consists of deploying nodes in BLT mode,

hen when some event occurs, transiting to BL mode for a period

f time. The time in BL mode should be relatively short, since it

onsumes significant energy. The authors concluded their analysis

ith a numerical study on a specific example of deployment and

eighbor discovery process to demonstrate the effectiveness of the

aseline Aloha-like protocols. 

.2. Aloha-like protocols with collision detection and unknown 

umber of neighbors 

The baseline Aloha-like protocols, with the three operation

odes, are a family of simple and flexible neighbor discovery pro-

ocols designed for wireless networks where energy conservation

s critical. However, the requirement of knowing the number of

eighbors n makes them unadaptable in dynamic scenarios with

obile nodes where the number of neighbors may vary in time

nd is not known to the network nodes. In some cases, even hav-

ng an estimation of n is unrealistic. Moreover, the protocols suffer

rom packet collision when the network scales. Motivated by these

bservations, Vasudevan et al. [72] developed a suite of practical

eighbor discovery protocols with collision detection without any

stimation on the number of neighbor nodes. The authors started

ith a synchronised Aloha-like protocol without collision detection

here the number of nodes (and thus the number of neighbors of

ny node) in the network n is known to any node in the network

nd then removed the assumptions one by one to iron out a pro-

ocol that works in practice. 

The first Aloha-like protocol works as the BL mode in the base-

ine Aloha protocol. To derive the expected delay to discover all

eighbors, the authors cast the problem to the coupon collector’s

roblem. In the coupon collector’s problem, n distinct objects are

andomly drawn from an urn with probability 1 
n . The selected ob-

ects are then put back into the urn. The minimum number of

rials before picking each object at least once can be derived as

 ( ln n + c) with c being a constant. To study the neighbor discov-

ry process using the coupon collector’s problem, we can create

 fictitious coupon collector C who, in each slot, picks a coupon

ith probability p s , and picks no coupon with probability 1 − np s ,

here p s = 

1 
n 

(
1 − 1 

n 

)n −1 � 

1 
ne is the probability a node successfully

ransmits in a given slot. When C collects n distinct coupons, the

hole process of neighbor discovery is achieved. Mathematically,

he expected delay to discovery all neighbor nodes can be derived

s ne ( ln n + c) . It can also be proved that the delay is sharply con-

entrated around its average. 

The authors then developed a protocol with collision detection

hen each node is synchronised and knows n that works as fol-

ows. Each slot is further divided into two sub-slots. 

• In the first sub-slot, each node transmits a neighbor discovery

message with probability p i = 

1 
ni 

and receive with probability
 sensing applications: A comprehensive survey, Ad Hoc Networks 
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p  
1 − p i where i is a local variable denoting the number of neigh-

bors discovered so far and is initialised to 0. 

• In the second sub-slot: 

– Each node operating in the receive mode during the first

sub-slot verifies whether the current transmission is suc-

cessful or not. If yes, it sets i ← i + 1 , otherwise it sends a

neighbor discovery message in the second sub-slot. 

– For any node operating in the transmit mode during the first

sub-slot, if it detects a transmission in the second sub-slot,

then it deduces that its transmission in the first sub-slot is

unsuccessful. If it does not detect any transmission in the

second sub-slot, it deduces that it has been discovered by

others and thus switches to receive mode and remains in

this mode for the rest of time. 

The core idea of the protocol is that each node that has been

successfully discovered stops transmitting, thus allowing other

nodes to be discovered faster. Conversely, nodes that have not been

discovered increase their transmission rate as other nodes get dis-

covered. As the key element in the protocol, collision-detection en-

ables a node to trace the number of nodes that have not been dis-

covered so as to adapt the optimum transmission probability. Colli-

sions are detected as follows: any node in the receive mode checks

if the transmission in the first sub-slot is successful or not; if not

(meaning a collision), it transmits one bit in the second sub-slot

that allows the transmitter to be aware that the transmission is not

successful by detecting energy in the second sub-slot. Note that if

a collision is detected in the first sub-slot, a node is required to

transmit only one bit in the second sub-slot. The second sub-slot

is thus much shorter than the first. With a similar analysis based

on the coupon collector’s problem, the expected discovery delay

can be derived as E[ W ] = O (ne ) , i.e., a factor of ln n better than

the baseline protocol. 

The authors then studied the case with unknown n . The base-

line ALOHA-like protocol was modified to be executed in rounds.

Round i ( i ≥ 1) is composed of 2 i e ( ln 2 i + c) slots with c being a

constant. In round i , every node transmits with probability 1 
2 i 

. Un-

der this round-based neighbor discovery protocol, network nodes

exponentially decrease their transmission probabilities. They finally

enter a period of time where all of them transmit with probabil-

ity around 

1 
n for consecutive ne ( ln n + c) slots. The expected dis-

covery delay can be bounded by 2 ne ( ln n + c) . Compared to the

case where the number of nodes n is known, the discovery delay

doubles in the worst case when n is not known. Similar idea was

then applied to adapt the protocol with collision detection with

the same performance gap w.r.t. the case where n is known. 

The authors then proceeded to the asynchronous case where

slots are not aligned at different nodes. In the asynchronous case,

each node stays in the receive mode for an exponentially dis-

tributed duration whose mean is 1 
λ

= 

1 
2 τn with τ being the trans-

mission duration of a message to maximizes the rate of neighbor

discovery. By incorporating the exponentially distributed receiving

time, the authors developed both ALOHA-like protocol and colli-

sion detection protocol with both known and unknown n . Regard-

ing the expected discovery delay, it was shown that the loss of

synchronization and the lack of the knowledge on n resulted each

in a factor of two slowdown. The authors also derived a closed-

form condition to terminate the neighbor discovery process. For

other probabilistic approaches, a reasonable termination criteria is

to compute the probability that two neighbors discover each other

after t slot, denoted by z ( t ) and terminate the protocol when z ( t )

is larger than a threshold. Vasudevan et al. further investigated

the neighbor discovery problem in a general multi-hop setting in

[70] by showing the Aloha-based protocol is in the worst case a

factor min( �, ln n ) worse than the optimum with � denoting the
Please cite this article as: L. Chen, K. Bian, Neighbor discovery in mobile
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aximum node degree (i.e., the maximum number of neighbors

or any node) in the network. 

.3. Aloha-like protocol with multi-packet reception 

Motivated by the performance gain brought by multi-packet re-

eption (MPR) technologies (e.g., CDMA and MIMO), Zeng et al.

77] studied the neighbor discovery problem in networks with

PR capacity where multiple packets can be received and decoded

y receivers. Inspired by [72] , the authors proposed and analyzed

 suite of randomized neighbor discovery protocols for MPR net-

orks. Their analysis follows the similar development as that in

72] . 

Specifically, the authors started with a simple Aloha-based pro-

ocol where nodes are synchronised in their transmission sched-

le and the number of neighbors is known. They showed that

he expected discovery time is O (ln n ) in the ideal case where

he receivers are able to decode any number simultaneous trans-

issions. They then studied a more practical scenario, where the

umber of successful receptions is limited to k . They showed that

he expected discovery delay is O ( n ln n / k ). They then developed an

daptive Aloha-like protocol for the case with transmission feed-

ack and demonstrated that it yields a ln n performance gain in

he basic Aloha-like protocol. They completed their work by incor-

orating more practical constraints, particularly the case without

nowing n and the asynchronous algorithm operation. They show

hat these result in at most ln n factor increase in discovery de-

ay. Generically speaking, the work of [77] can be regarded as a

eneralisation of [72] in the MPR networks where up to k ≥ 1 si-

ultaneous transmissions can be decoded, and is degenerated to

hat of [72] if k = 1 . 

.4. Probabilistic protocols with directional antennas 

There are a body of studies on neighbor discovery protocols

or nodes equipped with directional antennas [17,30,54,61,71,83] . In

hese works, besides the transmission strategies, the antenna scan-

ing strategies should also be carefully designed to achieve effi-

ient neighbor discovery. 

Vasudevan et al. [71] proposed a suite of probabilistic protocols.

he developed solutions can be classified into two categories, (1)

irect-discovery protocols where nodes discover their neighbors

nly when they actually receive a beacon from their neighbors,

2) gossip-based protocols where nodes spread their neighbors’ in-

ormation in the broadcast neighbor discovery beacon to further

ncrease discovery probability. In synchronised slotted cases, the

irect-discovery algorithms work in the similar way as that in

72] with one more dimension on the antenna direction which is

lso randomly configured. With a similar analysis, the transmission

robability that maximises the discovery rate is p t = 

2 π
nθ

, where

 is the number neighbors, θ is the antenna beam width. In the

ossip-based algorithms, the same probability is derived as fol-

ows: 

p t = 

4 π + (n − 1) θ −
√ 

[4 π + (n − 1) θ ] 2 − 8 nπθ

2 nθ
. 

hen nodes are not synchronised, a similar technique to [72] is

pplied to let the listen intervals of each node to be exponentially

istributed with rate λ = 

1 

2 τ [(n −1) θ
2 π +1] 

with τ being the transmis-

ion duration of a message to maximizes the rate of neighbor dis-

overy. 

A number of work treated neighbor discovery as a functional

omponent in the MAC protocol and proposed intergraded neigh-

or discovery and MAC protocols with directional antenna [30,61] .

ne such example is the Polling-based MAC (PMAC) protocol pro-

osed in [30] that integrates the neighbor discovery protocol with
 sensing applications: A comprehensive survey, Ad Hoc Networks 
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Fig. 1. Example illustrating the wake-up schedule. 
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2 A random wake-up schedule can be regarded as a special case with T → ∞ . 
 scheduling based medium access designed for directional anten-

as. The key idea that hinges behind the PMAC design is a polling

echanism in which each node polls periodically its neighbors al-

eady discovered. Specifically, a node in PMAC operates in one of

he following three states: (1) search state where it searches new

eighbors, (2) polling state where it polls neighbors already dis-

overed, (3) data transfer state where packets are transmitted, each

orresponding to a segment in the MAC frame. In the segment cor-

esponding to the search state, a node randomly points its antenna.

f communication is set with a new neighbor, then packets are fur-

her exchanged with the neighbor such that the two nodes nego-

iate in the polling segment and the actual data exchange is per-

ormed in the data segment using the schedule negotiated in the

olling segment. 

.5. Neighbor discovery in multi-channel wireless networks 

Another research thrust in the probabilistic neighbor discov-

ry protocol design focuses on multi-channel wireless networks.

 typical example is the cognitive radio (CR) network, where a

ognitive node can opportunistically utilize unused spectrum of

rimary users. In this regard, Mittal et al. proposed a series of

ulti-channel probabilistic and deterministic neighbor discovery

rotocols [37,52,53,78] for CR networks where different cognitive

odes in the network may have different perceptions on the avail-

ble channels. In [6] , C. Arachchige et al. developed a leader elec-

ion protocol to bootstrap a CR network. Specifically, a leader is

lected based on the IDs of nodes and the elected leader period-

cally broadcasts beacons to discover neighbors. Other nodes lis-

en for the beacons and send an acknowledgement upon receiv-

ng them. Note that the proposed neighbor discovery protocols for

R networks do not take into account energy efficiency. On the

ther hand, a number of protocols are proposed for wireless per-

onal area networks such as IEEE 802.15 [2] that support multi-

hannel neighbor discovery and different beacon intervals (equiva-

ent to duty cycles). In this regard, the works in [35] and [73] per-

ormed optimisation on several random strategies to derive opti-

al or low-complexity neighbor discovery protocols that minimise

he expected discovery delay. 

.6. Neighbor discovery in wireless sensor networks 

Madan et al. [46] proposed an energy-effieicnt neighbor discov-

ry protocol in wireless sensor networks. They developed a dis-

ributed algorithm minimising the power required for neighbor

iscovery. Specifically, they consider a network with a large num-

er of sensor node randomly deployed in a given area. In such

etworks, the sensor node distribution is characterised by a Pois-

on process. The neighbor discovery process is characterised by a

arkov decision process, and the neighbor discovery policy can be

egarded as a finite automaton, depending on the probability dis-

ribution. The design objective is to minimise the expected energy

onsumption. To that end, the authors presented an example of a

nite automaton that implements the derived optimal strategy. 

Cohen et al. investigated continuous neighbor discovery in

ireless sensor networks [16] . The continuous neighbor discovery

efers to the process of maintaining neighbor information after the

nitial neighbor discovery process. The authors assume the initial

eighborhood is already established and proposed an algorithm for

ontinuous neighbor discovery after an initial neighborhood was

stablished using a broadcast SYNC message which is heard by all

odes. 
Please cite this article as: L. Chen, K. Bian, Neighbor discovery in mobile
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. Direct neighbor discovery: deterministic approaches 

In this section, we proceed to review the deterministic direct

eighbor discovery protocols. As analysed in Section 3 , the key ob-

ectives in the design of deterministic protocols are 

• Guaranteeing discovery regardless of the duty cycle asymmetry

and the relative clock drift, 

• Optimising specific performance metrics such as the worst-case

discovery delay and the power-latency (PL) product. We present

a detailed performance comparison of major deterministic ap-

proaches in Table 1 . 

Specifically, we first present the technical foundations on the

ake-up schedule and formulate the deterministic heterogeneous

eighbor discovery problem. We then survey the state-of-the-art

eterministic neighbor discovery protocols developed in the litera-

ure and provide a synthetic comparison among them using vari-

us performance metrics. 

.1. Technical foundations and problem formulation 

The recently developed deterministic neighbor discovery solu-

ions usually work on a time-slotted basis because slotted proto-

ols are usually practical to implement and can limit the impact of

lock drift among different nodes. Specifically, in the time-slotted

aradigm, time is divided into identical slots, measure by nodes’

ocal clock and subject to their clock drift. Under the duty cycling

echnique, nodes stay awake in a subset of slots, termed as active

lots, and sleep for the rest of the slots, called inactive slots, or

ormant slots. During an active slot, a node can send and/or re-

eive messages. For a pair of neighbor nodes, they can discover

ach other if and only if at least one of their active slots overlap

ore than certain time, e.g., half of the slot duration. 

Formally, we define the wake-up schedule to characterise the

ake-up pattern of a node. 

Wake-up schedule definition: The wake-up schedule of a node

 is a sequence x u � { x t u } ( 1 ≤ t ≤ T u ), with T u being the period of

he sequence, 2 and 

 

t 
u = 

{
0 u sleeps in slot t 
1 u wakes up in slot t 

. 

For any two nodes a and b whose wake-up schedules are x a and

 b with periods T a and T b , due to the periodicity of their wake-up

chedules x a and x b , the tuple ( x a , x b ) repeats every consecutive

 a T b slots. If ∃ t ∈ [1, T a T b ] and such that x t a = x t 
b 

= 1 , we say that

 and b can discover each other in slot t . Slot t is referred to as a

iscovery slot between nodes a and b . 

The following example gives a further illustration. Consider two

odes a and b whose wake-up schedules are x a = { 0 , 0 , 1 } and x b =
 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 } , i.e., T a = 3 and T b = 4 . The duty cycle lengths of a and b

re d a = 3 and d b = 4 . The wake-up schedules of a and b are thus

epeated each T a T b = 12 slots, as shown in Fig. 1 . We can see that

 

12 
a = x 12 

b 
= 1 , i.e., a and b can discover each other on slot 12. 
u 
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Table 1 

Comparison of major deterministic neighbor discovery protocols. 

Protocol Parameters Duty cycle length Worst-case discovery delay 

(symmetrical case) 

Average discovery delay 

(symmetrical case) 

Power-latency product 

(asymptotical case) 

Quorum (grid) L 
√ 

L / 2 L L /3 2 
√ 

L 

Disco p 1 , p 2 p 1 p 2 / (p 1 + p 2 ) p 1 p 2 p 1 p 2 /2 2 
√ 

L 

U-Connect p 2 p 2 / (3 p + 1) p 2 p 2 /2 3 
√ 

L / 2 

Searchlight l l /2 l 2 /2 l 2 /4 
√ 

2 L 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Example illustrating a cyclic quorum system and a grid quorum system. 

Fig. 3. Example illustrating a neighbor discovery process using the cyclic quorum 

system in Fig. 2 : a and b can discover each other in slots 4, 11 and 6 when their 

clocks are synchronised or unsynchronised, using the clock of a as reference. 

Fig. 4. Example illustrating a neighbor discovery process using the grid quorum 

system in Fig. 2 : a and b can discover each other in slots 3, 9 and 5, 9, 13 when 

their clocks are synchronised or unsynchronised, using the clock of a as reference. 
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3 A set D : { a 1 , · · · , a k } ( mod N) , a i ∈ [0 , N − 1] , is called a ( N , k , λ)-difference set 

if for every d � = 0, there are exactly λ ordered pairs ( a i , a j ), a i , a j ∈ D such that 

a i − a j = d mod N. 
In the above example, the clocks of a and b are synchronised.

In practice, the clocks of different nodes may not be synchro-

nised. Consequently, their wake-up schedules may be shifted to

each other. To accommodate this situation, we use the concept of

cyclic rotation to wake-up schedules. Specifically, given a wake-up

schedule x a , we use x a ( k ) to denote a cyclic rotation of x a by shift-

ing k ( 0 ≤ k ≤ T a − 1 ) slots. In the previous illustrative example, we

have x a (2) � {0, 1, 0} and x b (1) = { 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 } . 
Using the above formalisation, we can formulate the determin-

istic heterogeneous neighbor discovery problem can be defined as

follows. 

Deterministic heterogeneous neighbor discovery problem:

The deterministic heterogeneous neighbor discovery problem consists

of devising the neighbor discover schedules for network nodes to limit

or minimise the worst-case discovery delay between any two neighbor

nodes, regardless of their duty cycle patterns and their relative clock

drift. 

Recent technical development on deterministic heterogeneous

neighbor discovery mainly consists of using related mathematical

tools in group theory and number theory to device neighbor dis-

cover schedules that can ensure discovery in the asynchronous and

asymmetrical setting. Specifically, the deterministic neighbor dis-

covery protocols developed in the literature can be largely cat-

egorised into two major classes, quorum -based and co-primality -

based protocols, which we survey in the following subsections. 

5.2. Quorum-based approaches 

In quorum-based protocols ( [29,31,32,38–40,69] and a number

of energy-efficient MAC protocols such as BMAC [58] and S-MAC

[76] which implicitly use quorum-based approaches or other alge-

braic structures [48] to maintain neighbor connections), each node

configures its neighbor discover schedule based on a quorum. This

pattern ensures that any two nodes have at least an active slot

overlapping with each other regardless of their relative time dif-

ference. 

We first briefly introduce the related theory concerning the

quorum systems. Given a cycle length L , we set U = { 0 , 1 , · · · , L }
to be a universal set. A quorum system Q consists of subsets of U

satisfying the following intersection property: ∀ A , B ∈ Q : A ∩ B � =
∅ . Each element in the quorum system Q is called a quorum. For

example, consider U = { 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 } , Q = {{ 0 , 1 , 2 } , { 1 , 2 , 3 }} is a quo-

rum system as {0, 1} and {1, 2}, have two common elements 1 and

2. 

Concerning quorum systems, an important property is the rota-

tion closure property. Specifically, a quorum system Q satisfies the

rotation closure property if ∀ A, B ∈ Q, i ∈ { 0 , 1 , · · · , L − 1 } , it holds

that A ∩ (B + i ) � = ∅ , where B + i denotes a modulo L addition of

each element in A , e.g., for a quorum B = { 0 , 1 } under U = { 0 , 1 , 2 } ,
B + 2 = { 2 , 0 } . Let set A be a subset of U , if ∀ i ∈ {0, 1, ���, L },

A ∩ (A + i ) � = ∅ , then { A, A + 1 , · · · , A + L − 1 } is a quorum system

with rotation closure. Such quorum systems are called cyclic quo-

rum systems . 

There are two major quorum systems extensively studied in the

literature, grid quorum system and cyclic quorum system. Both of

them are rotation closure systems [39,45] . 
Please cite this article as: L. Chen, K. Bian, Neighbor discovery in mobile
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• Cyclic quorum system . Cyclic quorum systems use the theoretical

properties of difference sets [65] . 3 An example of cyclic quorum

systems is shown in Fig. 2 (left) with U = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 } and

two quorums A = { 1 , 2 , 4 } , B = { 3 , 4 , 6 } . 
• Grid quorum system . In a grid quorum system, the universal set

U is a 
√ 

L ×
√ 

L grid, and a quorum contains elements of a col-

umn and a row. An example of a grid quorum systems is shown

in Fig. 2 (right). The two quorums in the figure are {1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 9, 13} and {3, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15}. 

In quorum-based neighbor discovery protocols, the wake-up

chedules are chosen based on quorums. In Figs. 3 and 4 , we illus-

rate a neighbor discovery example using the cyclic and grid quo-

um systems in Fig. 2 when the clocks of the two neighbor nodes a

nd b are perfectly synchronized and has a drift of 2 slots. In terms

f average discovery delay, the authors showed that the average

elay is L −1 
2 in the case of cyclic quorum system, and 

(L −1)( 
√ 

L +1 ) 

3 
√ 

L 

hich approaches L 
3 asymptotically in the case of grid cyclic quo-

um system. 

The above quorum-based protocols only support symmetric op-

ration with L being a global system parameter known to all nodes.

o address the asymmetrical case where nodes may have het-
 sensing applications: A comprehensive survey, Ad Hoc Networks 
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Fig. 5. Example illustrating a neighbor discovery process: m a = 3 , m b = 5 , t a 0 = 0 , 

t b 0 = 2 , discovery occurs in slot 12. 
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Fig. 6. Example illustrating a neighbor discovery process: p 1 a = 3 , p 2 a = 5 , p 1 
b 

= 5 , 

p 2 
b 

= 7 , t a 0 = 0 , t b 0 = 2 , discovery occurs in slots 9 and 12. 

Fig. 7. Beacon transmission strategy in Disco to maximize the discovery probability 

when slots are not aligned. 
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rogeneous energy constraints, Lai et al. [39] developed an en-

anced protocol to enable two levels of L , say L 1 and L 2 , represent-

ng two levels of energy conservation. In this context, the wake-

p schedules based on grid quorum systems can be directly ap-

lied without any modification. The discovery schedules based on

yclic quorum systems should be reconfigured. To that end, the

uthors developed a fast cyclic quorum construction mechanism

n the asymmetrical context. In a recent work [29] , Huang et al.

eveloped a quorum-based neighbor discovery protocol for multi-

hannel wireless sensor networks where nodes have the same duty

ycle length. 

Another deterministic neighbor discovery protocol for the sym-

etric duty-cycle case uses the properties of difference sets [84] to

nsure discovery. The design of wake-up schedules resembles the

pproach using the cyclic quorum system. The authors of [84] ex-

lored the Multiplier Theorem [5] to obtain the optimal solution.

or the asymmetric duty cycles, designing the wake-up sched-

les using the proposed scheme was proved to be reduced to the

ertex-cover problem, an NP-complete problem [36] . In this re-

ard, as pointed in [34] , the application of difference sets in solv-

ng asynchronous asymmetric duty-cycled neighbor discovery still

emains open today. 

Quorum-base approaches can provide guaranteed discovery

ithin bounded delay regardless of the time difference between

odes. However, allowing only very limited number of duty cycles

at most two in the current literature) limits their application in

ore heterogenous applications, which is the downside of these

pproaches. 

.3. Co-primality-based approaches 

In this category, we survey two representative neighbor proto-

ols, Disco and U-Connect. 

.3.1. Disco 

To allow heterogeneous duty cycles, Dutta et al. [19] proposed

isco, an asynchronous neighbor discovery protocol enabling wire-

ess devices operating at heterogeneous duty cycles to discover

ach other without time synchronization. The key challenges in the

esign of Disco are (1) the heterogeneous and low duty cycles, e.g.,

% and (2) the requirement of guaranteed discovery within limited

elay. 

To address the above design challenges, Disco bases its design

n the adaptation of the Chinese Remainder Theorem [56] to en-

ure discovery. To illustrate the core idea, we consider a simple ex-

mple of two nodes a and b whose duty cycle lengths are m a and

 b , i.e., a and b wake up each m a and m b time slots, respectively.

athematically, the discovery schedule of each node i ( i = a, b) x i 
an be written as 

 

t 
i = 

{
1 [ t] m i 

= 0 

0 otherwise 
, 

here [ t ] m i 
= t mod m i . By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there

xists t ≤ m a m b such that x t a (t a 
0 
) = x t 

b 
(t b 

0 
) for any t a 

0 
and t b 

0 
, i.e., for

ny initial time offset t a 
0 

and t b 
0 
, a and b are ensured to be able to

iscover each other within at most m a m slots. Fig. 5 illustrates an
b 
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xample of neighbor discovery process with m a = 3 , m b = 5 , t a 
0 

=
 , t b 

0 
= 2 . It can be noted that discovery occurs in slot 12. 

The above simplified solution works if a and b can choose co-

rime numbers. However, how to distribute co-prime numbers in

 decentralised way to every node without prior coordination is far

rom trivial, and if two nodes happen to choose the same number,

.e., m a = m b , they may never discovery each other, e.g., if m a =
 b = 5 , b ’s clock is two slots after a . To solve this problem, Disco

ets each node i choose two prime numbers p 1 
i 

and p 2 
i 

(assume

hat p 1 
i 

< p 2 
i 
) and wake up at slots t 1 p 

1 and t 2 p 
2 where t 1 , t 2 ≥

, i.e., x t 
i 
= 1 if [ t] 

p 1 
i 

= 0 or [ t] 
p 2 

i 
= 0 . By this way, any two nodes

ust choose a pair of co-prime numbers to ensure discovery as

wo different prime numbers are by nature co-prime numbers. By

he Chinese Remainder Theorem, the discovery is ensured to occur

ithin at most p 2 a p 
2 
b 

slots between a and b . An example illustrating

he neighbor discovery process in Disco is shown in Fig. 6 . 

The choice of prime numbers is a non-trivial design choice in

isco. On one hand, the prime numbers should be chosen to re-

lise the desired duty cycle length. Specifically, for a node who

lans to wake up every d slots in average, its two prime numbers

 1 and p 2 should be chosen based on the following formula: 

1 

d 
� 

1 

p 1 
+ 

1 

p 2 
. 

owever, on the other hand, the choice of prime numbers have

ignificant impact on discovery delay. The authors illustrated the

mpact of the choice of prime numbers on the discovery perfor-

ance by the following example. Given a target duty cycle d = 50 ,

here are several prime number combinations to approximate it.

ne way is to use prime numbers 97 and 103 ( 1 
50 � 

1 
97 + 

1 
103 )

nd another combination is 53 and 883 ( 1 
50 � 

1 
53 + 

1 
883 ). In the

ase where two nodes a and b both choose the same combina-

ion, the worst-case discovery delay is 97 × 103 = 9991 slots and

3 × 883 = 46799 slots depending on the combination chosen by

hem, the latter being 4 times the former. On the other hand,

f node a chooses 53 and 883 and node b chooses 57 and 409,

he worst-case discovery delay is 53 ∗ 57 = 3201 , much better than

hat in the first case (46799). From the perspective of limiting the

orst-case discovery delay, the nodes are better off choosing more

alanced pair of prime numbers. 

In practice, slots are rarely aligned due to the difficulty in time

ynchronisation among nodes. To address the slot non-alignment,

n Disco, each node sends a beacon in the beginning and the end

f every active slot, thus maximizing the likelihood that overlap-

ing slots result in discovery, as illustrated by Fig. 7 . This trans-

ission strategy is also widely applied in other neighbor discovery

rotocols such as U-Connect [34] and Searchlight [8] . To handle

erfect slot alignment, the slot overflowing scheme is developed

n [8] , where each active slot overflows by δ, a small amount that
 sensing applications: A comprehensive survey, Ad Hoc Networks 
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Fig. 8. Example illustrating a neighbor discovery process: t a 0 = 0 , t b 0 = 2 ; symmet- 

rical case (upper): p a = p b = 3 ; asymmetrical case (lower) p a = 3 , p b = 5 ; in both 

cases, discovery occurs in slots 3 and 12. 
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is sufficient to receive a beacon from another node. Of course, slot

overflowing cannot eliminate collisions among multiple nodes. The

utility of deterministic neighbor discovery algorithms is to ensure

that any pair of neighbors will eventually activate in the same slot,

without which discovery can never be achieved. To further limit

the impact on beacon collisions, nodes can decrease the number

of beacons transmitted by increasing the interval between beacons.

Take Disco as an example, this can be achieved by choosing larger

prime numbers. The price for lower collision probability is the in-

crease worst-case discovery bound. 

Another design issue of Disco is the granularity of duty cycles

supported by the protocol. Disco requires that the reciprocal of the

desired duty cycle d can be decomposed as the sum of the recip-

rocal of 2 prime numbers. As a result, many small duty cycles can-

not be approximated accurately enough. To address this limitation,

Disco adds another parameter, p 3 , another prime number that can

be chosen by a node to approach the desired duty cycle. In this

case, the duty cycle d is 

1 

d 
� 

1 

p 1 
+ 

1 

p 2 
+ 

1 

p 3 
. 

A side effect of adding p 3 is that in this case, users tend to choose

larger prime numbers to approximate the duty cycle which may

increase the worst-case discovery delay. Consequently, the success-

ful implementation of Disco relies on the tradeoff among several

design metrics such as the worst-case discovery delay and the

granularity in duty cycle support. 

5.3.2. U-Connect 

U-Connect is an asynchronous neighbor discovery protocol for

nodes with heterogeneous duty cycles, proposed by Kandhalu et al.

[34] . Different from the design of Disco, U-Connect uses only one

prime number for each node. The wake-up schedule of U-Connect

is as follows: 

x t i = 

{
1 [ t] p i = 0 or 0 ≤ [ t] p 2 

i 
< 

p i +1 
2 

0 otherwise 
, 

where p i denotes the prime number chosen by node i . An ex-

ample illustrating the discovery process under U-Connect between

two nodes a and b is shown in Fig. 8 with a relative clock drift

2 (specifically, t a 
0 

= 0 , t b 
0 

= 2 ) for both symmetrical case where

p a = p b and asymmetrical case where p a � = p b . 

The authors then analysed the worst-case discovery delay of U-

Connect. In the asymmetrical case, since p a and p b are two differ-

ent prime numbers and are thus co-prime to each other, from Chi-

nese Remainder Theorem we can prove that a and b are ensured to

discovery each other within at most p a p b slots, regardless of their

time difference. In the symmetrical case where p a = p b = p, the

discovery delay can be shown to not exceed p 2 by distinguishing

the case where | t a 
0 

− t b 
0 
| < 

p+1 
2 and where | t a 

0 
− t b 

0 
| ≥ p+1 

2 . 

The authors also proposed a performance metric to evaluate

neighbor discovery protocols. Specifically, the major performance
Please cite this article as: L. Chen, K. Bian, Neighbor discovery in mobile
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equirements of a neighbor discovery protocol are high energy effi-

iency and limited neighbor discovery latency. However, they can-

ot be achieved simultaneously. For example, increasing the energy

fficiency by augmenting the duty-cycle length inevitably leads to

onger discovery delay. To quantify this design trad-off, the authors

efined a compound metric as the power-latency (PL) product �,

hich is the product of the average energy consumption and the

orst-case neighbor discovery delay. By using the defined perfor-

ance metric, they conducted a comparative study on existing de-

erministic neighbor discovery protocols based on a worst-case dis-

overy delay L . 

• Optimal: It was shown in [84] that there exists an optimal

wake-up schedule if the discovery delay can be expressed as

L = k 2 + k + 1 , where k can be written as k = p m with p being

a prime number and m ≥ 1. Within L slots, each node remains

active for k + 1 slots. Hence the optimal PL product is 

�o = 

k + 1 

k 2 + k + 1 

× L = 

√ 

L − 3 

4 

+ 

1 

2 

, 

which tends to 
√ 

L asymptotically. 

• Quorum-based approaches: Take the symmetrical grid quorum

system as an example. To limit the worst-case delay not to ex-

ceed L , at least a 
√ 

L ×
√ 

L grid quorum system is required, in

which each node remains active 2 
√ 

L − 1 slots every L slots. The

PL product is: 

�q = 2 

√ 

L − 1 , 

which tends to 2 
√ 

L asymptotically. 

• Disco: Consider the case of Disco where each node operates on

the same two prime numbers p 1 and p 2 , the worst-case dis-

covery delay L = p 1 p 2 . Each node remains active for p 1 + p 2 − 1

slots every L slots. The PL product is: 

�d = L × p 1 + p 2 
L 

= p 1 + p 2 ≥ 2 

√ 

p 1 p 2 = 2 

√ 

L . 

• U-Connect: Consider the symmetrical case where each node op-

erates on the prime number p , the worst-case discovery delay

L = p 2 . Each node remains active for p + 

p+1 
2 slots every L slots.

The PL product is: 

�u = L × p + 

p+1 
2 

L 
= 

3 p + 1 

2 

= 

3 

√ 

L + 1 

2 

, 

which tends to 3 
√ 

L 
2 asymptotically. 

The above comparison shows that U-Connect outperforms Disco

nd Quorum-based protocols from the perspective of the PL

roduct. In this research strand, another protocol called WiFlock

60] was proposed by combining neighbor discovery with neigh-

or maintenance applying a cooperative beaconing method with a

emporal clock synchronization. 

To summarise, U-Connect achieves the best performance re-

arding the metric power-latency product by exhibiting 25% de-

rease compared to quorum-based approach and Disco. However,

-Connect limits the choices to only prime numbers and thus fails

o support all duty cycle lengths. 

.4. Searchlight 

As the state-of-the-art development in deterministic ap-

roaches, Searchlight is another neighbor discovery protocol im-

licitly using Quorum systems, proposed by Bakht et al. [8] .

e discuss Searchlight separately as distinguished to classical

uorum-based approaches, Searchlight does not use classical quo-

ums and has the capability of supporting multiple duty cycles.

he design of Searchlight is motivated by the following observa-

ion. Probabilistic protocols usually have low discovery delay in the
 sensing applications: A comprehensive survey, Ad Hoc Networks 
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Fig. 9. Example of the wake-up schedule in Searchlight: l = 6 . 

Fig. 10. Example of the neighbor discovery process in Searchlight: l = 6 . 
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verage case and naturally support asymmetric duty cycles. The

ain drawback is the failure to limit the worst-case neighbor dis-

overy delay. Deterministic protocols, on the other hand, by either

sing quorum systems or prime numbers for duty cycles, can the-

retically bound the worst-case discovery delay, but have high dis-

overy delay in average. Typically, the average delay in determin-

stic approaches, such as quorum-based approaches, Disco and U-

onnect, is half of the worst-case delay. Searchlight is a determin-

stic neighbor discovery protocol which can provide a strict upper-

ound on the worst-case discovery delay, while improves the aver-

ge discovery delay by incorporating randomization techniques. 

In Searchlight, each node has its own wake-up schedule of pe-

iod l , which is configured by the target duty cycle length of the

ode. In each period of l slots, there are two active slots. The first

ctive slot is called the anchor slot and is the first slot of the pe-

iod. An important property concerning the anchor slots is that for

 given node, the relative position of the anchor slot is fixed to

he anchor slot of any other node. However, in most cases, the an-

hor slots of any two nodes cannot overlap with each other due

o the non-synchronised clocks of them. Therefore, Searchlight im-

lements a second active slot for each period which is the probe

lot. The relative position of a probe changes from one period to

nother in order to overlap the anchor slot of any other node.

verlaps between probe and anchor slots, probe and probe slots,

nd anchor and anchor slots all lead to discovery. Since the pe-

iod of Searchlight is l , the maximum relative offset between any

wo nodes is bounded by l 
2 slots. Hence, a probe slot only needs

o search the starting l 
2 slots of each period to hit a anchor slot

f any other node. Particularly, the relative position of a probe slot

ith respect to the anchor slot of the same period begins from 1

nd increments by one each period until l 
2 . The same pattern is re-

eated in Searchlight. Fig. 9 shows an example of wake-up sched-

le in Searchlight with l = 6 . 

When nodes have symmetrical duty cycle lengths, the worst-

ase delay of Searchlight is bounded by � l 2 � periods, or l · � l 2 �
lots. Fig. 10 illustrates a discovery process in Searchlight for l = 6 .

In the symmetrical case, the discovery is guaranteed between

ny pair of neighbor nodes because the relative offsets between

heir anchor slots are constant which depends on the relative off-

et between their local clocks. However, such discovery cannot be

uaranteed in the asymmetrical case where two nodes have differ-

nt duty-cycle lengths, i.e., different l values. A possible solution,

s that in Disco and U-Connect, is to limit l to prime numbers.

earchlight takes another solution to address the duty cycle asym-

etry by restricting the duty cycles to the form of p i where p is

he smallest duty cycle length, e.g., 2, 2 2 , 2 3 , ��� or 3, 3 2 , 3 3 , ���,

tc., thus guaranteeing that the duty cycle of one node is multiples

f that of the other node. The key idea hinging behind the solution

s to keep the constant relative offset between their anchor slots.
Please cite this article as: L. Chen, K. Bian, Neighbor discovery in mobile
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ith this solution, the worst-case discovery delay in Searchlight

etween any two neighbor nodes a and b operating on l a and l b 

here l a is a multiple of l b is 
l b + 

[ 
� � t a � 

2 
� 
] 

t b 
2 

periods, or 
l b + 

[ 
� � t a � 

2 
� 
] 

t b 
2 

·t a 
lots. 

The worst-case discovery in Search light is guaranteed by

nchor-probe overlap. However, consider a symmetrical scenario

here nodes a and b have a time difference of 1 slot, their probe

lot can never overlap due to the constant relative offset of them.

otivated by the phenomena illustrated by this example, Search-

ight further incorporates a probabilistic approach in its design,

hich increase the chance of overlaps between the probe slots

f different nodes. Specifically, the relative offset of a probe slot

egarding the corresponding anchor slot does not follow the pat-

ern from 1 to l 
2 , but instead is a randomly chosen permutation of

 1 , 2 , · · · , l 
2 } . After integrating the probabilistic component, Search-

ight maintains its discovery guarantee due to the overlap between

 probe slot of a node a and a anchor slot of any other node b in

he symmetrical case where l a = l b . Meanwhile, the probability of

verlaps between two probe slots is significantly increased, lead-

ng to smaller average discovery delay. In the asymmetrical case

here l a � = l b , the introduction of the probabilistic component in-

reases the worst-case discovery delay because the probe slot of

he node with the bigger l may pass all the sleeping slots before

itting an anchor slot. To address this problem, the designers of

earchlight proposed a restricted version of the randomized prob-

ng, termed as restricted randomized probing, that can achieve the

ame worst-case discovery delay in the asymmetrical case as the

ymmetrical case. 

To summarise, Searchlight further decreases both the average

nd the worst-case discovery delay compared to U-Connect and

isco. However, Searchlight still cannot support all duty cycles as

t limits the duty cycle choices to power-multiples of the smallest

uty cycle. 

In Table 1 , we give a synthetic comparison among the surveyed

eterministic neighbor discovery protocols using various perfor-

ance metrics. To decide when to terminate the execution of de-

erministic neighbor discovery protocols, given the upper-bound of

he duty cycle length, we can compute the worst-case discovery

elay D and simply terminate the discovery after D slots. 

. From direct neighbor discovery to indirect neighbor 

iscovery 

In the neighbor discovery protocols discussed previously, dis-

overy occurs only when a node hears directly another node. Such

pproaches can be referred to as direct neighbor discovery pro-

ocols. In many cases, neighboring devices share common neigh-

ors, which can be exploited to enable indirect neighbor discovery.

pecifically, if we let devices propagate their neighbor list when

hey send their neighbor discovery beacons, a node can discover

ts neighbors indirectly via the received broadcast beacons from

ts neighbors. Motivated by this observation, Zhang et al. devel-

ped two cooperative neighbor discovery approaches to improve

he discovery efficiency [79,80] . Their work represents two differ-

nt design perspectives and approaches. In [79] , we are given the

nergy budget and we seek to optimize discovery efficiency under

he energy budget; in [80] , we are given the upper-bound of dis-

overy latency and we seek the minimum energy consumption to

atisfy the discovery latency requirement. 

Compared with the direct neighbor discovery protocols, their

ork presents a different design architecture with the following

haracteristics. Firstly, their approaches work on top of existing de-

erministic neighbor discover protocols (e.g., Disco and U-Connect)

s a middleware to increase the neighbor discovery efficiency;
 sensing applications: A comprehensive survey, Ad Hoc Networks 
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Fig. 11. Example of the neighbor discovery process in Acc. 
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secondly, their approaches exploit the collaboration of the direct

neighbors to enable indirect neighbor discovery. 

6.1. Accelerating neighbor discovery via indirect neighbor discovery 

One of the proposed approach is called Acc [79] . Acc can be

implemented as a middleware on existing neighbor discovery pro-

tocols (such as Searchlight and U-Connect) to further accelerate

the neighbor discovery process. Acc exploit the broadcast nature of

wireless media to support both direct neighbor discovery and indi-

rect neighbor discovery. Specifically, the authors of [79] considered

a situation where an effective discovery protocol, e.g., Disco, had

already been deployed by nodes in a duty-cycled network. In the

case where a user needs to accelerate the neighbor discovery pro-

cess, it runs Acc by waking up in a number of extra slots carefully

configured to maximise the performance gain in terms of discov-

ery delay. The major optimisation objective in Acc design is how

to assign extra active slots (i.e., extra energy budget) in order to

optimize the neighbor discovery efficiency. 

Under Acc, each device operates in one of the following modes

during the neighbor discovery process: 

• Energy efficient discovery mode : If a node does not need to ac-

celerate its neighbor discovery process, it simply operates on

this mode, which is more energy-efficient, by executing the un-

derlying discovery protocol such as Disco. The only difference

is that in the periodical discovery messages sent the node, it

includes its neighbor node list containing its duty cycle length

and the IDs and duty cycles of its neighbor nodes he has al-

ready discovered. In this way, each node can obtain information

on the wake-up schedule of both its direct and indirect neigh-

bors. 

• On-demand accelerated discovery mode : If a node needs to ac-

celerate its neighbor discovery process (e.g., trigger by the ap-

plications running on it), it enters the second mode with extra

energy budget in terms of extra active slots which allow him to

discover new neighbors during these slots. These extra slots are

optimised by exploiting two types of neighbor discovery: direct

discovery and indirect discovery via its neighbors. 

We illustrate the key point in the second mode by the following

example provided in [79] . As shown in Fig. 11 , after the discovery

of node a in slot 0, if s is allocated an extra slot for the coming

10 slot to accelerate the neighbor discovery, it can activate itself in

slot 6 to exploit the indirect neighbor discovery via node a because

s , who discovers node a in slot 0 and receives the neighbor list

of a , is aware that a is planned to be active in slots 3 and 6 and

the newly discovered neighbors of a in slot 3 (node b ) is supposed

to be broadcast by a in slot 6. Consequently, s can advance the

discovery of node b by 4 slots from 10 to 6. 

To optimise the discovery efficiency, the additional active slots

should be carefully chosen given the energy budget. To address

this optimisation problem, the authors developed a metric called

spatial-temporal coverage to quantify the benefit of each potential

active slot in the discovery of indirect neighbors. The temporal di-

versity is the number of slots of a neighbor already discovered are
Please cite this article as: L. Chen, K. Bian, Neighbor discovery in mobile
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ctive during which s is not active. The spatial similarity is the like-

ihood of a neighbor of a neighbor already known to s being also

he neighbor of s . Specifically, the two metrics are calculated as

ollows, given the actual time t 0 and a future slot t : 

• The temporal diversity between two neighbor nodes i and j , de-

fined as αi, j 
t 0 → t , is computed by j as follows: 

α(i, j) 
t 0 → t = 

| m 

(i,i ) 
t 0 → t | − | m 

(i, j) 
t 0 → t | 

t − t 0 
, 

where m 

(i, j) 
t 0 → t denotes the set of common active slot between

nodes i and during slots t 0 and t ; | m 

(i, j) 
t 0 → t | is thus the number

of such common active slots; if i = j, m 

(i,i ) 
t 0 → t degenerates to the

set of active slots of node i during the period. The numerator

is thus the number of slots during which i is active but j is

not active. It can be noticed that a larger α(i, j) 
t 0 → t indicates that

the wake-up schedules of i and j are more heterogeneous and

consequently, they may bring to each other more information

about indirect neighbors which cannot be discovered directly. 

• The spatial similarity between two neighbor nodes i and j , de-

fined as β i, j 
t 0 → t , is computed by j as follows: 

β(i, j) 
t 0 

= 

| n 

(i, j) 
t 0 

| 
| n 

( j, j) 
t 0 

| , 

where n 
(i, j) 
t 0 

denotes the set of nodes which are already dis-

covered by both nodes i and j as neighbors until slot t 0 ; when

i = j, n 
( j, j) 
t 0 

denotes the neighbor list of node j at t 0 . It can be

noted that a node with larger spatial similarity is more likely

to bring potential neighbor information. 

Based on the temporal diversity and the spatial similarity, s can

ank the potential active slots based on the following metric: 

s 
t 0 → t = 

∑ 

i ∈ n (s,s ) 
t 0 

α(i,s ) 
t 0 → t β

(i,s ) 
t 0 

, 

here n (s,s ) 
t 0 

is the neighbor list of node s at slot t 0 . The above met-

ic signifies that s prefers to activate itself in slots where nodes

ith higher temporal diversity and spatial similarity are active. 

An online activation scheduling algorithm is then proposed that

orks as follows: s activates the slot with the highest rank given

ts energy budget in terms of the number of extra activate slots;

fter every active slot, n (s,s ) 
t 0 

is updated using latest neighbor infor-

ation obtained in the active slot; the process is repeated until the

udget is used. As an application, the authors further presented an

pplication called Crowd-Alert where Acc was used by taxi drivers

o choose directions with fewer competitors but more clients. 

.2. Saving energy via indirect neighbor discovery 

The second neighbor discovery protocol developed by Zhang

t al. [80] exploits the information from the direct neighbor nodes

o reduce the energy consumption (i.e., number of active slots)

n the neighbor discovery process, thus increasing its energy ef-

ciency. Specifically, their approach is motivated by the follow-

ng observation. Existing deterministic neighbor discovery proto-

ols are focused on the pairwise discovery via direct one-hop com-

unication. Besides the direct neighbor discovery, a node can ex-

loit its direct neighbor nodes to enhance its neighbor discovery

rocess. As a consequence, some active slots can be removed to

educe energy consumption without affecting neighbor discovery. 

To formulate the phenomena of indirect neighbor discovery, the

uthors proposed a new system called extended quorum system .
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Fig. 12. Example of a quorum graph with the corresponding wake-up schedules 

[80] : solid lines represent discoveries among different nodes; dashed lines represent 

neighbor information flow from an early slot to a later slot. 
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pecifically, they use quorum graph to characterise all the possi-

le paths along which the neighbor information can spread. We

llustrate the concept of the extended quorum system by an ex-

mple provided in [80] , as shown in Fig 12 . In the quorum graph,

ertices in the same row correspond to the same active slot with

ach row corresponding to a node; vertices in the same column

orrespond to active slots of the same node; the edges indicate

he possible neighbor information propagation flow. Consider the

eft quorum graph in Fig. 12 , A and C can directly discovery each

ther in slot 2; A and D can discovery each other directly and in-

irectly via node C who can obtain the information of D in slot 3

nd pass this information to A in slot 4. 

An important property of a quorum graph is the reachability .

pecifically, a quorum graph is said to have the property of reach-

bility if any quorum of the graph can get to at least a vertex in

ny other quorum in the graph. If every quorum in a quorum graph

an get to any other quorum via only its own vertices, the quorum

raph is said to be directly reachable ; if the reachability is enabled

y the vertices of other quorums, the graph is indirectly reachable .

t can be easily checked that the left quorum graph in Fig. 12 has

irect reachability and the right quorum graph in Fig. 12 has indi-

ect reachability. 

For neighbor discovery, the direct and indirect reachability of

 quorum graph indicate that the neighborhood information of

 node can propagate to others directly and indirectly via other

odes, respectively. A directly reachable quorum graph is called

 legacy quorum system . A indirectly reachable quorum graph is

alled an extended quorum system . The quorum graphs in existing

eterministic neighbor discovery protocols are legacy quorum sys-

ems. 

The objective of the work in [80] , termed as quorum reachabil-

ty minimisation problem, is to pick minimum number of vertices

n a given legacy quorum system to maintain the reachability be-

ween any pair of quorums. The selected subset of vertices lead

o a new quorum graph representing an extended quorum system.

oncretely, solving the quorum reachability minimization problem

onsists of removing the redundant active slots in a decentralised

ay to achieve better energy performance without affecting neigh-

or discovery performance. 

Since the quorum reachability minimization problem is NP-

ard, the authors developed a heuristic algorithm to tackle it. The

ey idea is to select the rows that contribute to the global reach-

bilities with the fewest active slots in each iteration until the

eachability is achieved for the whole graph. Quantitatively, the au-

hors defined the metric C x = 

T x 
N x 

for a row x , where T x is the num-

er extra reachabilities by picking vertices in row x , N x denotes the

umber of vertices in row x . At each iteration, the row with the
Please cite this article as: L. Chen, K. Bian, Neighbor discovery in mobile
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argest C x value is activated. A snapshot of the execution of the de-

eloped heuristic algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 13 : in the first iter-

tion (Step 2), row 4 is selected because it give the maximal con-

ribution to reachabilities C 4 = 

6 
3 = 2 (adding row 4 enables mutual

iscovery between A , B and C , thus T 4 = 6 ); similarly in the second

teration (Step 3), row 1 is selected; in the third iteration (Step 4),

ow 5 is selected and the reachability of the graph is achieved; the

lgorithm is thus terminated. 

The authors then numerically evaluated the performance of the

euristic algorithm as an augmenting middleware for neighbor dis-

overy. Their experiments showed that the algorithm could de-

rease energy consumption by more than 50% while increasing the

iscovery delay by maximum 5% compared to other neighbor dis-

overy protocols. 

. Conclusion and perspective 

In this paper, we have surveyed the latest developments in

eighbor discovery protocols in mobile sensing applications by

overing probabilistic, deterministic and collaborative approaches.

hereas numerous neighbor discovery solutions have been devel-

ped in the past few years, there are still several major research

hallenges that deserve further research attention and investiga-

ion. 

.1. Combining probabilistic and deterministic approaches: towards a 

ybrid solution 

We have surveyed major probabilistic and deterministic neigh-

or discovery protocols in the literature. Probabilistic protocols

ave the advantages of being stationary due to the memoryless na-

ure. They are thus particularly robust in decentralised networks.

oreover, they usually perform well in the average case by limit-

ng the expected discovery delay. The main drawback of them is

he lack of discovery guarantee. Compared to the probabilistic ap-

roaches that work well in the average case while fail to bound

he worst-case discovery delay, deterministic protocols have good

orst-case performance while usually have longer expected dis-

overy delay. 

A natural question that arises is whether and how we can com-

ine the probabilistic and deterministic approaches to achieve a

esired balance between the worst-case and average discovery de-

ay. Searchlight has made some effort s by introducing a probabilis-

ic component in the deterministic wake-up schedule. However,

heir solution is specific to the design of searchlight. In a broad

ense, it remains an open while important research question to

uantify the trade-off between the worst-case and the average dis-

overy delay if we add a probabilistic component in a deterministic

pproach or a deterministic component in a random approach. 

.2. Fine granularity in supporting duty cycles 

One of the key challenges in devising deterministic neighbor

iscovery protocols is to support heterogeneous duty cycle lengths

ith sufficiently fine granularity, ideally all the duty cycle lengths.

xisting deterministic protocols cannot fully support all duty cy-

le lengths due to their constrained choices on either prime num-

ers (Disco, U-Connect) or power-multiples of the smallest duty

ycles (Searchlight). As a consequence, they can only support a

imited power consumption configurations. For example, only less

han 20% of the duty cycles less than 10 0 0 are prime numbers. Al-

hough in Disco, a third prime number can be added to further

ncrease the granularity of supported duty cycles, nodes usually

eed to choose large prime numbers to approximate the duty cycle

hich may increase the worst-case discovery delay. 
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Fig. 13. Example illustrating the heuristic algorithm [80] . 
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The work of Zhang et al. [79] partially addresses this problem

by reserving some energy budget to be activated when the ap-

plications need a quick discovery. However, their approach does

not provide deterministic worst-case bound on the discovery de-

lay and still relies on the underlying neighbor discovery proto-

cols such as Disco and U-Connect. The work of [14,15] uses an-

other co-primality-based approach based on consecutive odd num-

bers to support more duty cycles, but still the approach can-

not support all duty cycles. We thus argue that a theoretical de-

sign framework is called for to enable the support for arbitrary

duty cycle lengths without any prior coordination and to quantify

the performance tradeoff among different metrics such as energy-

consumption, worst-case discovery delay when nodes have arbi-

trary duty cycle lengths. 

Moreover, from the perspective of energy conservation, it is

beneficial for nodes to dynamically adjust their duty cycles based

on energy regiments, contact patterns and mobility, etc. How to

make the existing neighbor discovery protocols adaptable or how

to design novel dynamic and adaptable solutions consists of a per-

tinent avenue for future research. A possible starting point is to

allow devices to switch between a set of duty cycles with guaran-

teed discovery. 

7.3. Exploiting device mobility 

Most neighbor discovery protocols presented in the survey do

not make specific assumptions about the mobility patterns to

achieve neighbour discovery. In other words, they can achieve dis-

covery without exploiting knowledge concerning mobility patterns.

This is sometimes an advantage as they can be applied to either

static or mobile devices and are robust to mobility as their per-

formance does not depend on mobility. However, there are many

practical scenarios where by exploiting mobility patterns of de-

vices, neighbor discovery can be facilitated. Hence, how to de-

sign mobility-aware neighbor discovery protocols that exploit de-

vice mobility to facilitate neighbor discovery, either limiting dis-

covery delay or increasing energy efficiency, is a pertinent research

direction. For example, a possible idea is to adapt a more flexible

duty cycle mode and to allocate more active slots when mobility is

important to ensure more agile neighbor discovery. 

7.4. Multiple channel neighbor discovery with heterogeneous duty 

cycles 

Another research dimension is to study the neighbor discov-

ery problem in the multi-channel environment with heterogeneous

duty cycles. Nowadays, more and more modern wireless devices

(even tiny sensor nodes) are able to operate on a wide swath of

spectrum subdivided into multiple orthogonal channels so as to get

extra performance gain by exploiting parallel transmissions and re-

ducing both intra and inter-network interferences. This reality in-
Please cite this article as: L. Chen, K. Bian, Neighbor discovery in mobile
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pires a compelling research question: how to design neighbor dis-

overy protocols when the mobile devices can hop across multiple

hannels? 

The multi-channel paradigm, combined with the duty cycle

ased operation mode of wireless nodes, poses three major chal-

enges for devising neighbor discovery protocols. The first two

hallenges are the lack of clock synchronisation and the asymmet-

ical duty cycle lengths, which has been extensively addressed in

he existing literature. The third one, brought by the multi-channel

aradigm, is the asymmetry of channel perceptions among nodes,

.e., different nodes may have different set of accessible channels

nd they can discovery each other only if they are on the same

hannel at the same time. 

Given the above challenges, we can formulate the problem of

eighbor discovery in multi-channel networks as follows: How can

wo neighbor nodes operating on different duty cycles, without clock

ynchronisation and common channel perceptions, discover each other

ithin a limited time? 

Chen et al. have addressed the problem of multi-channel neigh-

or discovery problem by requiring a pair of neighbor nodes

o be able to discovery each other on every commonly acces-

ible channels [14] . However, the worst-case discovery delay of

he proposed solution may become significant when the num-

er of channels is large. A number of solutions have been pro-

osed to enable pairwise rendezvous in cognitive radio networks

cf. [10,11,13,24,26,42,62,67,82] ), which exhibit some similarity with

he neighbor discovery problem we investigate. However, the prob-

em of heterogeneous duty cycles is absent there as cognitive

odes just hop across channels to rendezvous with their com-

unication peers without falling into asleep. Therefore, new re-

earch effort s are needed to address the three design challenges in

 holistically way towards devising efficient and robust neighbor

iscovery protocols. 

.5. Practical implementation and integration of neighbor discovery 

ith other network functionalities 

Last but not least, it is important to conduct experimental eval-

ation and implementation of the proposed neighbor discovery

rotocols using commodity hardware. Furthermore, it is beneficial

o integrate the neighbor discovery functionality into the media ac-

ess protocol by jointly designing the two supporting primitives

ecause the two are closed coupled one with the other. For ex-

mple, neighbor discovery is important for the media access ar-

itration. Conversely, neighbor discovery is also built on the mes-

ages exchanged among neighboring nodes and hence, on the un-

erlying MAC protocol. There are some existing solutions that in-

egrate the neighbor discovery functionality into other functional

omponents such as MAC protocols [30,61] and group management

echanisms [60] . However, they are focused on specific applica-

ions and functionalities. There is still a long way to go towards
 sensing applications: A comprehensive survey, Ad Hoc Networks 
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esigning and prototyping a complete set of MAC primitives inte-

rating neighbor discovery and related primitives that can satisfy

pplication layer requirements in terms of delay and energy con-

umption. 
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